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TEC HNICAI, MEMOR AND UM

MSFC EVALUATIONOF THESPACEFABRICATION
DEMONSTRATIONSYSTEM (BEAMBUILDER)

j,-

._ SUMMARY
-b

, The Space FabricationDemonstration System, generallytermed the beam builder,
was designed and builtby the Grumman Aerospace Corporation under NASA Contract
No. NAS8-32472. This machine is a prototype and is for ground demonstration pur-

: poses. The _)eambuilderautomaticallyfabricatestriangulartruss beams of 2024-T3
aluminum alloyup to 300 m (984 ft)long with a weight of 1.265 kg/m (0.85 Ib/ft). For
demonstration and testingpurposes, beams of I, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, II and 12 bays have
been built. To date 508 bays (2500ft)of aluminum triangulartruss beam have been
fabricated. Each bay is i.5 m (59.055 in.) long. The ground demonstration model has
proven the concept and feasibilityof this method of automaticbeam fabrication. Addi-
tionaldevelopment willbe required for a flightmodel of thismachine.

INTROD UCT ION

The Space Shuttle will be the key element in American Space activities during the
remainder of this century. The Shuttle presents nu',,erous opportunities, as well as
an exciting challenge to advance the frontiers of technology and improve the quality of
life for all mankind. In the thinking and discussion stage are giant solar collectors,
communication platforms and space manufacturing facilities. All these ideas require
extensive structural elements. "[ here is an economic crossover based on size and the
current state of technology, where it is more economical to manufacture structural
elements, components and subassemblies in space than on Earth and transport to space.
In this case, the requirements are to have a fabrication facility in orbit and transport
preprocessed raw materials from Earth.

With this concept in mind the Space Fabrication Demonstration System (Beam
Builder) was designed and manufactured (Figs. 1, 2, and 3). This machine is a
ground demonstration model to prove the feasibility of automatically fabricating 2024-T3
aluminum 1 m deep triangular truss beams of lengths up to 300 m (984 ft). Longer
beams could be fabricated in space by resupplying the machine with additional material.

The beam builder is 4.26 by 3.35 by 2.74 m (14 by 11 by 9 ft) and weighs 9979 kg
.... (22,000 lb). The flight version win be considerably lighter and will utilize flight
_- rated components of higher reliability than the "off-the-shelf" systems currently used
_. in the ground demonstration model.

The groUnd demonst'cation model has successfully fabricated beams of up to I_ bays.
_, Each bay is 1.5 m (59.055 in. ) long. The machine automatically roils the flat coil stock"T,.

_-_ to a triangular cap section and spot welds the cross members to form the truss beam
:,, (Pip. 4, 5, and 6).
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' I)EV E 1,0PM ENT

The I m deep aluminum tru_s structure dc:dg1_ evolved from structuv_1) work l lml
had been done in earlier programs. Tiffs p_rticuh_r desik,m hnd l)reviously been

' developed for a photovoltaic solar power system thermo/structural study made l)y
Grumman. It was recommended for the solar array and the microwave antenna. The
design was visualizedas a primary building block from which the required structure
could be fabricatedby using appropriateend fittingsto jo:.nthe truss beams.

'_ Beams of this design have been str'Icturallytested with good results. Grumman
"" hand-assembled a 4-bay beam and potted the end members with Hysol compound (to
" stabilizethe ends and prevent localcap failureduring loading). A compressive load

was applied,and the beam failedat 6703 N (1507 Ib) or 116 }_ereentof design ultimate.
: A machine fabricated beam was also tested under i he same col.ditions and failed at 6111 N

(1374 lb) or 106 percent of design ultimate load.

The beam builder was designed to automatically fabricate this 1 m deep aluminum
truss beam. For the ground demonstration model, no new technology was required.
Off-the-shelf components and systems were utilized to demonstrate the feasibility of
this concept. This approach represented a considerable saving in cost and schedule
time. A flight model will require system upgrading to use flight rated motors, switches,
computer, etc,. Additionally, effort was not expended to arrive at the minimum weight
design, although it was realized that considerable weight could be removed from a "for
flight model" of the beam builder.

Final acceptance of the ground demonstration beam builder was at the Grumman
Corporation by representatives of the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and NAS,,
Headquarters. During this acceptance/machine demonstration, a 4-bay beam and a
10-bay beam were automatically fabricated. The beams were visually inspected and were
of acceptable quality. The beams were visually straight and the spot welds were of
good appearance. One cap section did contain slight wrinkles, attributed to improper
adjustment of one rolling mill. Although these wrinkles were determined not to be
structurally degrading, they did represent an undes_,rable appearance factor.

Because of this cap member wrinkle, it was decided to remove the offending rolling
mill for rework. The beam builder was delivered to MSFC without this rolling mill, which
had been returned to the vendor. All tooling for forming the braces and slitting and
indexing the coils remained at Grumman.

CAP FORMING MILL (YODER ROLLS) LUBRICATION

The Yoder Corporation determined that a lack of lubricstion and misalignment had
caused one of the cap forming mill gears to be badly worn. Consequently, the other

= Yoder rolls (top and left) on the beam builder were inspected, and brass chips were
also found. MSFC had intended to run these mills using Everlube 620, a spsoe-rated

;- lubricant, to replace t,he lubricant normally specified by the Yoder Corporation. It was
_: believed that, because of tl_ relatively low speed of the beam builder, the lubricant
:. recommended by MSFC would be sufficient. However, after the discovery of tim brass

chips, the two Yoder rolls on the beam builder were lubricated with Molykote "G", as
well as the moving gear parts for the "pancake" motors. The right Yoder mill at

8

{
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Cleveland was lubrim.ted with a graphite lubricant, but this was later changed to
Molykote "G." To date, MSFC has experienced no further lubrication problems using

• Molykote "G" on the beam builder. However, itshould be pointed out that Molykote "G"
is not currentlyapproved for space use in lhis application.

t

'_ BEAM BUILDER SYSTEM DESCi_IPTION !

The beam builderisdesigned into a seriesof systems which can functionindepen
'_ dently from each other.

.. Power Supply System

This system is composed of fivemain circuitbreaker switches to supply and control
the power for:

i) The controlsystem (208 V, three phase, 20 A)

2) Mntor control(208 V, three phase, 20 A)

3) Servomotor drives (208 V, three phase, 20 A)

4) Sciaky weld control(220 V, singlephase, 30 A)

5) Spotwelding (220 V, singlephase, 100 A).
\

ContrQl System

This system (Fig. 7) controlsand monitors allthe other systems of the beam builder
in the automaticor manual mode through itsPDP-8A computer. The automaticmode
provides complete system controlfor the automatictruss beam fabrication.This auto-
marietruss beam fabricationcan be alteredmomentarily ifa minor problem occurs, such
as braces not being dispensed properly. |f the problem is of greater magnitude, such

' as weld block expulsion, the beam builder can be shut off completely by pressing the
Emergency Stop Switch. The manual mode is utilized to provide auxiliary functions,
such as loading spools, cut off excess cap material, maintain and set up he beam
builder, etc. The teletype for this system provides useful information oi, malfunctions
in other systems.

The Control System contains three separate sections: upper, middle, and lower,
They have the switches and controls for:

1) AC power control

_:: 2) Weld control actuator and feed back signals

_: 3) Material measurements

4) Rolling mills drive system

"" 5) Welding system

] 982002206-0 ]4





6) System executive software

7) Rolling mills mainline ._oftware

._ 8) Fastening cycle executive software

9) Parts programming

--_ 10) Interrupt service software

tl) Shear actuator

12) Assembly mode software

13) Roll-all software

14) Single cycle software

15) Binary loader program

16) System operating program tapes.

Spool Storage System

The beam builder has three spools (two on each side and one on top). In these
spools (Fig. 8), the aluminum alloy 2024-T3 for the fabrication of the cap members is
stored. This fiat material is prepared in coils of 16.2 cm. (6.375 in. ) wide, 0.04 cm
(0.016 in.) thick, and up to 300 m (984 ft.) long. It is precleaned to remove any oil
or foreign matter which could cause a failure in the spot welding. Slots of 0. 317 cm.
(0. 125 in. ) wide are stamped in the material every 1.5 m (59.055 in. ) for synchroniza-
tion of the Rolling Mills System.

Feed Guide System

Three sets of five rollers (Fig. 9) constitute the feed guide system. This system
dispenses and guides the aluminum fiat material into the Rolling Mills System. The
alignment of the guiding rolls is important for the fabrication of the cap members.

Rolling Mills System

This system is composed of three rolling mill assemblies. Each assembly consists
of a set of seven forming rolls or stations and its respective servodrive motor (Fig. 10).
Each assembly can be operated independently from each other through the manual mode

", of the Control System. The three assemblies are synchronized through their respective
electro-optical slot detector sensor. The alignment and synchronization of tho forming

_.. mills have to be correct for the automatic fabrication of the triangular truss beams.

1982002206-016
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lirat'o Stor_tt2"c' Sy_tt, nl

This system c_)nsists of six b,'ace magazines (three vertical _.nd diagonal, Fig. 11)
w_tich stnre ,m(l di pense tile l)raccs. Each magazine has two brackets on which the
braces are placed (l"ig. 12). The fotu" helices on each magazine select and dispense the

.. braces. The helices a,'e d,'iven by a single pancake motor. After the magazines are
" loaded with braces, the brace brackets press the stack of braces against the upper

portion of the single-turn helices of the m_'gazines. The helices are rotated 360 degrees
with the leading edge of each helix acting as a selector to dispense the first upper brace.

I Carriage System

This system consists of six em'riage mechanisms (one for each magazine of the

storage system). Each carriage mechanism has two selector fingers (Fig. 13). The
selector fingers are rotated 90 degrees to be in position over their respective brace

magazine. The function of the selector fingers is to seize the brace that the helices

of its respective brace magazine willdispense. The braces, which willbe translated
and placed over their respective cap member, are maintained in position by a scissor-

type mechanism for the spot welding.

Spot Welding System

This system consists of 72 electrode copper weld tips (Fig. 14), six electrode copper

weld blocks, six transformers, and one Sciaky weld controller. Of the 72 weld tips, 36

are used to spot weld the vertical braces, and 36 to spot weld the diagonal braces. Of
the six weld blocks, three are used to spot weld the vertical braces and one end of the

diagonal braces. Tim other three are used to spot weld the other ends of the diagonal

braces. It is important to maintain constarltlytheir proper alignment in relation to the
center lineof the beam builder. If misaligned, they can create a weld block expulsion

during the spot welding of the braces to the cap member. The Sciaky Weld Controller

(Fig. 15) controls the amount of heat needed for the spot welding of the braces. The
beam builder usually is operated at 84 percent for the vertical braces and 87 percent

for the diagonal braces.

Shear Cut-Off System

The Shear Cut-Off System is designed to automatically cut off the triangular truss
beam after the fabrication cycle has been completed. This system consists of three
separate sheet cutoff mechanisms (Fig. 16). Each mechanism (Fig. 17) consists of an
inner die assembly, an outer die assembly and their respective pancake-type drive
motor. The three cutoff mechanisms are designed to operate independently and

synchronously through manual and automatic modes. When the triangular truss beam
is cut, the aluminum chip will fall into the chip collector compartment.

; BEAM BUILDER PREPARATION AND OPERATION

' Before the fabrication of the triangular truss beams, special emphasis is given to
the preparation of the beam builder for its operation. For example, the storage spools
must contain enough fiat aluminum material. The remaining length of this material in
the spook can be determined by measuring the thickness of the coils, Table 1. If

15
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more flatm;,tcriali_ needed, the sp(_olmu>t I)_,r(_lu_i(Icdwith _nothcr coilof material.

After dcposltin_,_the coilof mat_,rialin filesl)oul,the end of the material must be cut

in un arrowhe_,d sh:tpe, and (:;_refullvg'ui(Ic,linto its rcspcctlvc forming mills. The

servodri_,c motor of these forming mills is _tctiw,tcdthroui_'hthe manual mode of the

Control System. Its speed can be incrctlscd ()rdecreased Ibr faster synchronization of

the forming mills.

TABLE I. MATERIAL IN SPOOL

Coil Feet

Thickness Remaining

(In.) (In Spool)

3.00 5O0

2.75 445

2.50 415

2.25 375

2.00 330

i.75 290

1.50 250

1.25 205

i.00 165

0.75 125

0.50 80

0.25 40

0 0

Before depositing the vertical and diagonal braces into their respective brace maga-
zines, their ends must be cleaned. Wire brushes and isopropyl alcohol are used to

remove the aluminum oxide (A1203) and other particles to avoid failure in the spot

welding. Braces mast not be loaded without the stacking spacers (Fig. 13). Without
them, the braces cannot be dispensed by the helices because the selector fingers of

the Carriage System cannot seize and translate the braces to the cap member for spot
welding. The number of braces in each magazine determines the number of bays that

can be fabricated, Table 2. During loading, the selector fingers must be in their

respective home position. To ocquire this position, the manual mode of the Control
System is used.

The 72 copper weld tips must be also cleaned. Melted aluminum can deposit on these

electrodes during the spot welding. To remove the melted aluminum from them, sand-

: paper and an electrical eraser are used carefully to clean and maintain the tolerance of
the weld tips. If their tolerance is altered, weld brock expulsion may occur.

*From Space Fabrication Demonstration System (SFDS), Volume 1, p. 2- 14.
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N I TMi{El{

VEIl T I(" :\ I, I) IA (;()N A I, ()1.'
I_..\Y S

0 or I 0 _t" I 0

2 1 1
Ib

3 '2 2

4 '3 3

5 .t 4

I0 9 9

15 14 14

20 19 19

'25 24 24

30 29 29

35 34 34

40 39 39
---_,

45 44 44

50 49 49

55 54 54

60 [ 59 59
|

To verify that the spot weldiug system is operational, a special test procedure is
cxmducted to assure that a gtmd contact exists between the copper weld tips and the
braces which are placed on the cap members. Carbon paper is place,3 between the weld
tips and braces. By instructing the beam builder to simulate spot welding (no weld
heat is applied), the pressure exerted on the carbon paper will show the points of con-
tact. If markings in the carbon paper are not shown by any weld t_p, the particular
weld tip must be sldmmed or changed. Witi '_ut sl_i,wning, the air gap between the weld
tip and the brace could create a severe weld block expulsion duping spot welding. The
weld tips are cleaned every I0 bays.

*Fr0m Space Fabrication Demonstration System tSl'l)S), Vol. 1, p. 2-14.
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The inner (lie 'lssemblies and tile outer (lie assemblies of the shear cut off system
must be in tile in h(mm position. If not, they will block tile passage of the cap members.
To restore their position, if necessary, the manual mode of the Control System is used.
The chi 1) collector compartments must be cleaned every 10 bays to avoid jam,_ling the die

.: assemblies.

Before turning the Sciaky weld control circuit breaker switch on, the water, for
cx_olingthe system must be on. After this switch has been actuated the Seiaky weld
controller must have the following setting.

_',, !

" I) Weld controller "On" (lower toggle switch)

2) Squeeze 10 cycles

3) Hold 02 - cycles

4) Nonrepeat (toggle switch)

5) Weld- 01 cycle

6) Off l0 cycles

7) Weld "On" (toggle switch)

8) Heat % - 84 for vertical braces & 87 ear diagonal braces

9) Transformer l, TAP 3

10) Transformer 2, TAP 3

II) Transformer 3. TAP 4

12) Transformer 4, TAP 3

13) Transformer 5, TAP 4

14) Transformer 6, TAP 4.

The spot welding of the braces to the cap members is controlled by the PDP 8A

computer through the Sciaky weld controller. When the command is received by the
controller, it energizes the primary circuits of all six of the weld transformers at the

same time. The length of time (ms) that the transformers are powered-up is controlled

by the heat percentage dial of the controller. Even though allof the tran.qformer primary

circuits arc lmwered-up simultaneously, the secondary circuit of only one of the trans-

formers supplies current at a given time. T his is accomplished by allowing only one
set of electrodes to make contact with the cap section at a time.

_: To activate the Control System, the following steps must be followed.

1) Turn Control System main power supply switch on.

2) Set teletype in on-line position. 1

' 3) Turn computer on (middle section). }

. 26
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.t) Ro_ct En,:odor l)i_'ital t_t,_ph_y /l_,.' ,_l"comt,uter).

'-" 5) t_l'e_ t_OWOl ' on switch (Ulq_Cl" '.Ut'llt_ll).

6) Type on teletype length uf beam I'm" l':=brl_':lthm.

7) Press auto or lllllllUlll ._witch (upper _ectioll) _ls Iit?_21lc_/I.

8) Through the communieation system, which has t,een adapted to the begun bttihter.
vcrification that all personnel are "CI.FAR" of dangerous positions are made by the

' cx)mp uter operator.

9) It"allsystems of the beam buihlerare a_ reqmI_:d, the automatic fabricationof
a triangulartrust"btmm is ready to startby l)ressingthe startswitch (upper sectiol,).

BEAM BUI1,DER OPERA'I'IN(; EXI'ERII-:NCE

As expected with a "first-of its kind" ground demonstration unit, operatiomtl prob-
lems have developed with the beam bttilder. Since its iI:stallation and test at MSFC,
the PI)P-8A computer has been an area of contintfing concern. It _,as initildly believed
that itbecame damaged during the t,'ansportatio,_of the beam builder from the (;rumman
Corporation at Bethpage. N.Y. to MSI:C. A defectivecomputer board was replaced and
the beam builder became operational. Also tilt,rollingmillssystem (lidnot functionas
expected. The right forming mill,which had prt}duced wrinkled caps in Bethpage, was
reworked by the Yoder Corporation before rcinstallationin the beam builder. After
rework, realignment, and lubricationwith Molykote "G ,"the forming millsproduced cap
members with minimized appearance wrinkles, l'_owever,despite the best adjustment
effortsof Yoder's representativeto form wrinklefree caps. the wrinkle cap condition
stillexisted. Consequently, the toolingfrom the lower right milland the toolingfrom
the upper and leftmillswere returned to the Yoder Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for
¢.x)mparativemeasurements of the three sets of tooling(rollsand spacers), stationby
station. The discrepanciesfound were: tlm sixth stationor pass in the lower right
millwas found 0.020 in. undersize and the firststationor pass caused crimping of the
flanges,whereas the other firstpasses (leftand top mills)did not. As a resultof

these discrepancies, the Yoder Company modified all of the top rolls on the right Yoder
mill, as well as the bottom rolls of the first and second stages (passes) to resolve the
waviness problem. The rolls were reworked and "Armalloyed," a process which uses a
proprietary surface finish to minimize surface defects.

The right mill now gives an acceptable cap with 6. 370 to 6. 375 in. wide material,
i.e., relatively free of surface defects and wrinkles. However, when using 6. 352 in.
wide material, the results are somewhat mari,dnal with respect to appearance.

On May 3, 1979, the computer again malfunctioned. Electrical spikes from the
serve-translators appeared to be the cause of the erratic behavior of the computer, A
low voltage power supply was experienced. Two chips were changed on the peripheral
board, and a battery pack was utilized to supply the required power. Later, the power

": supply was corrected with information submitted by Grumman. Further investigation
_ showed that the control system failure was directly related to heliarc welding taking

place elsewhere in the same building (4612) causing severe supply voltage fluctuation.
The solar power simulation facility, lo_ated in the same building, experienced malfunc-
tions also. Another computer failure was experienced later. It was believed that it

t
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was caused by tllrexcessive heat in the computer booth. An airconditionerunit was
installed to prevent failtwes of this kind. (See 'l':_blc 3 for a complete chronological

, list of prx)blcms experienced with the bemn builder. )

Weld block expulsions havt} been cxpcrit-lcL, d (,t total of 11, Tablc 3). These occur
whenever there is m_ ai,' gap that creates a very high resishmce between the weld tips
and the triangular copper weld blocks durinff the spot welding. Air gaps exists when:

1) Weld tips are not clean

" 2) Weld tips are not in tolerance

3) Weld blocks are misaligned

4) Cap members are misaligned

5) Braces are not placed on cap members during spot welding

6) hnproper function of the cam gears mechanisms or failure of the cam gear
elastomer.

If the weld block expulsion is critical, replacement and alignment of the weld block
may be necessary. Otherwise. plugging anti polishing the weld block are sufficient.

Additionally, the original Furane elastomer t,t" the cam gear failed. It was replaced
with Proseal 899-C 2. No additional clastomer failures have been experienced.

In the shear cutoff system, the inner die ass_,tnbl: of the right shear cutoff
\

mechanism did not retract. Tiffs faihtre was caused by its defective pancake motor,
which was replaced. Another failure occurred in the left cutoff mechanism. Its outer
die assembly was jammed by an aluminum chip (which resulted from cuts of the beams
fabricated) in the chip collector compartment. The jamming caused the reslaeetive
pancake motor to burn out. The operation of the beam builder continued after replacing
the damaged motor and its respective fuse in the motor control relay junction box, and
cleaning aU the aluminum chip collector compartments. The chip collector compartments
are cleaned periodically to avoid similar problems.

The beam builder has approximately 160 electro-mechanical switches (Fig. 19). To
date, all limit switch failures have been the result of either broken (switch) arms or
improper adjustments.

Adjustment of all the switches is by trial and error. Bending of the arms in a
skewed position was required for some of the switches to make proper contacts. The
function of all the limit switches is critical. Therefore, to avoid their vulnerability to
external damage, protective covers have been installed on some switches. The reliabil-
ity of thls type of switch is not completely satisfactory. For a higher reliability and
dependency, electro-optical limit switches (Fig. 20) have been installed in the Carriage
System mechanisms. The reliability of these switches is greater than that of the electro-
mechanical limit switches. They provide a better feedback to the Control System and

:- can prevent malfunctions in the beam builder systems. Other malfunctions in the beam
_ builder are related to relay failures, £able 3. High humidity, with resulting corrosion,
_" is considered the main cause for the relay failures.
_4
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Figure 19. Electro-mechanical limit switch.

FiguL-e 20. Optical limit switch.
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TYPES OF I:ASTENING S¥S I'E._I.\I)AI"I'AI{I,I.Zr() l'Id.:
BEAM B L'II,I)ER

The beam builder spot welding system requires an excessive amount of energy for
the fabrication of the triangul;,r truss beams. Therefore, some research has been done
looking for alternative fastening systems which require less energy and are adaotable
to the beam builder. Table 4 presents a comparison of these fastening systems.

TABLE 4. FASTENING SYSTEMS ADAPTABI,E TO
THE BEAM BUILDER

Joules Debris

Fastener Systems Activating System Per Truss Bay Generation

Spotwelding Electrical 37,000 None
Resistance

Ultra_._nic Transducer 24,000 None
Welcling

Pierce and Fold Solenoid 3,600 None

Stamp -Lock Solenoid 3,600 None

Self Piercing Solenoid 3,600 Yes
Rivet

Staple Solenoid 3,600 Yes

Grommet Solenoid 2,500 None

The pierce and fold system (Fig. 21) was selected for fu_'tl_ ,' development because
it requires :

1) Minimum energy for operation

2) Minimum or no maintenance

3) No additional material, such as rivets, bolts, staples, etc.. to join the brsccs
to the cap members

4) No conttx.uous adjustment.

This system fPierce and Fold) consists of:

1) A movable punch head (Fig. 22) with a pressure block and 4 square shaped
punches - the pressure block maintains the brace alignment on the cap member (Fig. 23)

"_'_ for piercing. The square-shaped punches perforate the brace and cap together (Fig. 24).

.- 2) A punch block (Fig. 25) with 2 cutting plates and 4 movable dies. The cutting
: plates stay partially open for lancing of the brace and cap member width are placed on
*: the punch block (Fig. 26). The 4 movable dies fold the triangular edges or cuts
"-': (resulting from the piercing or perforation) of the brace and csp member after they_r"" 0
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Figure 22. Movable punch head.
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_, have been pierced together (Fig. 27) to make the joint. After the cycle is completed

' (piercin_ and folding), the movable punch head retrieves to its home position (Fig. 28).
To determine the maximum (flatwise) shear load of the pierce-and-fold mechanical
fastener, one hundred samples were tested. Fifty santple_ had a single hole and fifty
samples had two holes aligned with each other. The load vectors pointed in the direc-
tion of the square hole diagonal. The shear loads in the single hole samples ranged

,, from 75 to 137 lb, and the arithmetic mean obtained was 98 lb. The shear loads in the
two hole samples ranged from 208 to 275 lb, and the arithmetic mean obtained was
236 lb.

JI

ASSESSMENT

The beam builder, as a ground demonstration system and precursor of a space beam
builder machine, has proven the capability of automatically fabricating triangular truss
beams. These beams, made of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 have an axial design ultimate load
of 5540 N (1245 lb) based on the Grumman photovoltaic solar power system design refer-
ence structure. When fabricated in space, these beams could constitute the building
block of superstructures such as large reflector antennas, microwave radiometer
antennas, radar astronomy telescopes, solar thermal power systems, photovoltaic solar
power systems, microwave power transmission antennas, communication systems, and
manned space stations, etc.

Inhouse system experience has been acquired with the operation of the ground
demonstration beam builder by the automatic fabrication of 508 bays (2500 ft) of tri-
angular truss beams. The present model can be upgraded for better reliability by sub-
stituting critical mechanical switches with more rugged switches, more reliable motors,
a fast reader, improved software, etc. By making these improvements and additional
reductions to structural weight, the required reliability of a flight rated beam builder
can be obtained. Additional work needs to be done to determine the life of spot welding
tips in a vacuum environment. Additionally, system improvement will be required for
the rolling mills to guarantee reliability and proper lubrication for space operation.
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